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1. INTRODUCTION 
We write N = {l, 2,...}, s for the set of all real sequences (x,),,~ , and 
m = {x : x ES, SUP,,~ [ x, 1 < a}. If G, H : m + R we write G < H if 
for all x E m, G(x) < H(x). We define S : m + R by S(X) = SUP,,~ x, and 
u : m -+ m by (ax), = x,,, (U is the “shift operator”). We write m* for the 
algebraic dual of the real linear space m. 
We say that G is a Banach Limit if G E m* and 
Goa<G<S. (1) 
We write 99 for the family of all Banach limits. In Section 2 we show that 
the above definition is equivalent to the more restrictive definition usually 
used. 
DEFINITION 1. Let T be a sublinear functional on m. 
(a) We say that T generates Banach limits if 
GEm* and G<T imply that GE.!&W. 
(b) We say that T dominates all Banach limits if 
GES?.&Y implies that G< T. 
In Section 3 we consider, with examples, the first of the above concepts. 
Section 4 is devoted to infinite matrices and contains a result (Theorem 11) 
that generalizes both a theorem of Banach on weak convergence in Zi and a 
theorem of Schur on summability. In Section 5 we consider two sublinear 
functionals on m associated with infinite matrices, that have importance in 
summability theory, and give necessary and sufficient conditions for them 
* This research was supported in part by NSF grants GP 5578 and GP 8394. 
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to generate Banach limits. The corresponding problem with “generate” 
replaced by “dominate all” is discussed in sections 6 and 7, with partial 
solutions. In Sections 5, 6 and 7 some of our results are similar in proof to 
some results of Lorentz. We give references to enable the comparisons to 
be made. In Section 8 we consider the phenomena that arise when we replace 
“m” by “s” in some of the theorems already proved. 
2. PROPERTIES OF BANACH LIMITS 
We define L : m + R by L(x) = lim SUP~+~ x, . We write 
c = {x : x E m, i+z x, exists} 
and,ifx,yEs,x<yif,forallnEN,x,<y,. 
THEOREM 2. We suppose that G E .%A?’ 
(a) G o u = G 
(b) G < L (i.e., L dominates all Banach limits) 
(c) If x E c, G(x) = limn+m x, . 
(d) If x, y E m and x < y then G(x) < G(y). 
PROOF. If x E m then 
- G o u(x) = G o u(- x) 
from (1) 
< G(- x) = - G(x). 
(a) follows on combining this with (1). 
If x E m and n E N then, from (a) and (1) 
G(x) = G(ux) = ..- = G(CPX) < S(unx), 
and, taking the inf over n, G(x) <L(x), giving (b). 
Applying (b) to x and - x, - L(- x) < G(x) <L(x). (c) follows imme- 
diately from this. 
If x < y then L(x - y) < 0 hence, from (b), G(x - y) < 0. This gives (d). 
3. SUBLINEAR FUNCTIONALS THAT GENERATE BANACH LIMITS 
LEMMA 3. Let T be a sublinear functional on m. Then, for all x E m, 
T(x) = sup{G(x) : G E m*, G < T}. 
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PROOF. It is immediate that T(x) > sup{-}. On the other hand, from 
the Hahn-Banach theorem applied to the one-dimensional subspace of m 
spanned by x, there exists G em* such that G < T and G(x) = T(x). 
THEOREM 4. Let T be a sublinear functional on m. Then Tgenerates Banach 
limits 0 
T<S and To(o-I)<0 (2) 
where I is the identity map : m -+ m. 
PROOF. (e) If G E m* and G < T then, from (2), G < S and 
G o (u - I) < 0. Since G is linear we can rewrite the last statement 
Gou<G. 
(*) ForallGE%.5?, G<SandGo(a-1)=Goa-GG<O. The 
result follows from Lemma 3. 
REMARK. L < S and L o u = L but L does not generate Banach limits. 
COROLLARY 5. If T generates Banach limits then T < L. 
PROOF. This is immediate from Theorem 2(b) and Lemma 3. 
DEFINITION 6. We define Y, U, V : m -+ R by 
Y(x) = Ii~+~up Xl + *.- + % 
k 
V(x) = g S(x + z) 
0 
THEOREM 7. Y, U and V are sublinear functionuls on m that generate 
Banach limits. 
PROOF. We leave to the reader the verification that Y, U and V are 
sublinear. The proofs that Y and U generate Banach limits are (essentially) 
in [2], 2.10, p. 64-66, though they can be shortened by using Theorem 4. 
Since 0 E ms , V<S.IfzEmsthenV(z)=Oandifx~mthenux-xxms 
-hence V o (u -I) < 0. It follows from Theorem 4 that V generates 
Banach limits. 
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REMARK. It follows from Theorem 7 and the Hahn-Banach theorem that 
Banach limits exist. 
4. S-MATRICES 
We use the term matrix to describe a map from N x N into R. If a is a 
matrix (i.e., a . . : N x N + R) and k E N, ak* is the element (aL,JnLEN of s. 
z noN aknx,, is defined (finite) for all x E m o CneN 1 akn / < CO (i.e., ak* E Z1 ,
where Zi = {y : y ES, J&,, I yn 1 < co}). Hence 
(x&N + ( zNaknxn) kEN (3) 
is a well-defined map of m into s o 
for all K E N, zNl akn I < 00. (4) 
DEFINITION 8. We say that the matrix a is an s-matrix if (4) is satisfied 
and in this section and Section 5 we call the map m -+ s defined by (3) the 
associated map. 
THEOREM 9. Let a be an s-matrix and A be the associated map. Then 
A:m+mo 
(5) 
PROOF. (t) is immediate. We define 11 *Ill : II -+ R by 11 y II1 = CnsN 1 yn 1 , 
and the adjoint of I1 under I/ * /II can be identified with m where, for x E m, 
YEZl>(Y,X) =CnGNw?L- Then (=x) follows from the uniform boundedness 
theorem applied to the elements {ak&N of Zi . 
DEFINITION 10. Let a be an s-matrix. We shall say that a is an m-matrix 
if (5) is satisfied. If a is an s-matrix and b is an m-matrix then, for all h, n E N, 
c keN ahkb,, is convergent and we define the matrix ab by 
@‘%I = 1 ahkbkn * 
kCN 
Then ab is an s-matrix. Further, if A : m -+ s and B : m -+ m are the maps 
associated with a and b then A o B : m -+ s is the map associated with ab. 
We leave the details to the reader (the results follow easily from the standard 
results on the rearrangement of absolutely convergent double series). 
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THEOREM 11. We suppose that a is an s-matrix such that 
for all n E N, lim a. -- 0 key kl, --- (6) 
and x, z E m with x < z. We write 
ckn = aknzn ;f akn > 0 and 
dk, = akn% if akn > 0 and 
(a) IfyEmandx<y<z then 
ckn = a,,x, if a,, < 0 
dk, = a&?& ;f akn. < 0. 
(b) There exists y E m, x < y < x such that (simultaneously) 
liy+bf 1 aknyn = lip+inf c d,, 
?&EN TEN 
and 
PROOF. For each k, n E N, d,, < a,,y, < ckn . (a) follows easily from this 
observation. 
For (b) we write 
h = liy+%up 2 ckn and 
TEN 
TV = liy+&f c dkn . 
TEN 
We define sequences A, , A, ,..., p1 , p2 ,... as follows: 
If X = - co A, = - co for all 7 
If A>--co &.<A and A,-+;\ as r+co 
If p=cO IJY = * for all r 
If P*.<W pr)v and P~-I* as Y-+CO. 
We write n, = 0 and choose k, , k, ,... EN, n, , n2 ,... E N inductively so 
that, for all r EN, 
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and 
c Ck,n > A?- if Y is odd 
n<n, 
if r is even (8) 
and 
The choice proceeds as follows. If n, , k, ,..., kQel , n,-, (q E N) have been 
chosen and q is odd then we choose k, such that (7) is satisfied for Y = q and 
c ncN ckqn > h, . (If h, > - cc we use (6) and lim SUP~+~ zaoN ckn > & 
to justify this, while if A, = - CO we need only use (6) since znsN ckGn > A, 
is automatic in this case). If, on the other hand, q is even then, by an analogous 
procedure we choose k, so that (7) is satisfied for r = q and CnEN d,,, < pp. 
From the considerations above and the fact that a is an s-matrix, we can choose 
n, so that (8) is satisfied for r = q. This completes the induction. 
We define y E m as follows. If r E N is odd and n,-r < n < n, we write 
Yn = xn if &,n < 0 and y,, = zm if a&n > 0. 
If Y E N is even and nrP1 < n < n, we write 
Y?l = 6s if a&n < 0 and yn = x, if a,,, 3 0. 
Clearly x < y < z. 
If Y E N is odd then 
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from the definitions of yn and C+ , (7) and (8). Hence 
c 
neN 
ak,nYn >, 1 Ck,n - c C+, - + 
n<n, n <n,-* 
from similar arguments. 
Similarly, if r EN is even then 
3 
The required result now follows. 
COROLLARY 12. If a is an s-matrix satisfying (6) then there exists y E m, 
11 y 11 < 1 such that 
and 
PROOF. This is immediate from Theorem 11 with x = - e, y = e, where 
en = 1 (n EN). 
COROLLARY 13. If a is an s-matrix satigying (12), x, z E m with x < x and, 
for each y E m such that x < y < x, lim,,, CnGN a,,y,, exists (finite or infinite) 
then this limit is independent of y. 
DEFINITION 14. We shall say that an s-matrix a is a shrinker if 
Clearly if a is a shrinker then the associated map A sends m into c,, , where 
co = {x : x es, Em,,, x, = O}. It follows from Corollary 12 or Corollary 13 
that if a is an s-matrix satisfying (6) and, for all y E m, lim,,, CnsN akn exists 
(finite or infinite) then a is a shrinker. In particular 
COROLLARY 15. If a is an m-matrix satisfying (6) and A : m -+ c then 
A:m+c,,. (See [5], Theorem III, p. 82.) 
Finally we deduce a result on weak convergence in lr . 
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COROLLARY 16. If,,f or each k E N, ak E II and ak -+ 0 weakly then ak -+ 0 
in [I * /r. (See [l], Ch. IX, Section 2, p. 137.) 
PROOF. For each k EN we suppose ak = (ak,JnoN . If ak -H 0 in 11 *iI1 
then 11 ak II1 -H 0 hence lim SUP~+~ I/ ak iI1 > 0. If a does not satisfy (6) then 
clearly aL -H 0 weakly. If a does satisfy (6) then, from Corollary 12, there 
exists y E m, 11 y 11 < 1, such that lim supk+m(ak, y) > 0 and hence, again, 
a, -H 0 weakly. 
5. SUBLINEAR FUNCTIONALS ASSOCIATED WITH m-MATRICES 
In this section a is an m-matrix and A is the associated map. 
DEFINITION 17. If x E m we write 
&a(x) = "y+zUP SUP c uknX,+j - 
i>o neN 
The maps P,, Qa : m + R are sublinear and P,, < Q.. x is 
“a-convergent” 0 P,(x) = - P,( - x). 
x is 
‘%,-convergent” o Qa(x) = - Q.( - x). 
(See [4], Section 2, p. 171.) 
a is said to be regular if, for all x E c, Ax E c and LAX = Lx. From the 
Toeplitz-Silverman theorem, a is regular o lim,,, CneN ak,, = 1 and, for 
all n E N, lim,,, ukn = 0. We say that a is almost positive if 
lim,,, CnEN u;~ = 0 (if h E R X+ means max(h, 0) and A- means max( - A, 0)). 
If a is regular, a is almost positive 0 lim,,, zn&, 1 ak,& 1 = 1. 
Two respects in which P, and Q. behave in similar fashion are shown by 
the following theorem. We write d for the m-matrix d,, = S,,,, - S,, 
(n, P E N). 
THEOREM 18. (9), (10) and (11) are equivalent. (12), (13) and (14) are 
equivalent. 




a is regular almust positive and ad is a shrinker (Definition 14). 
Qa generates Banach limits 
P, generates Banach limits. 
PROOFS. IfxEm,kEN,q,ENandj>O 
If (9) is true then 
so if we take the sup over j and then the lim SUP~+~ in (15) we obtain 
and, letting n,-+ co, Qa(x) <L(x). Hence Qa <L, i.e., (10) is true. 
If (12) is true then, from above, Qa <L < 5’. Further, for any x E m, 
Qa 0 (0 - 1) (x) = liy+%uup SUP c @&x,+~ 
j>O PEN 
< liy+sJiP c 1 (ad),, 1 II x II 
PEN 
= 0, since ad is a shrinker. 
Hence, from Theorem 4, (13) is satisfied. 
It is immediate from P, < Qa that (10) - (11) and (13) - (14). 
If (11) is satisfied then, for all x E m, 
- L(- x) < - P,(- x) < P,(x) <L(x) 
and so a is regular (and, in particular, satisfies (6)). From Corollary 12, there 
exists y E m, I/y 11 < 1 such that P,(y) = lim supk+,, xneN / akn / . Clearly 
L(y) < 1 hence, from (1 l), lim SUP~,~ ‘&h.l akn I < 1. However, since a 
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is regular, lim infie-m CnoN j alen 1 > lim inf,,, xnoN akn = 1. Hence a is 
almost positive and so (9) is satisfied. 
If (14) is satisfied then, from Corollary 5, P, < L hence, from above, a 
is regular almost positive. From this, for all n EN, lim,,, (~d)~, = 0, i.e., 
ad satisfies (6). From Corollary 12, there exists y E m, 11 y 11 < 1, such that 
liy2:~ c (ad),, y, = li~+~up c I Wlcn / . 
?&EN TEN 
But 
from Theorem 4. Consequently ad is a shrinker and (12) is satisfied. 
REMARK. Theorem 18 (12) o (14) is similar in some senses to [4], 
Theorem 7, p. 176. (Condition (16) in [4] is simply that ad is a shrinker.) 
6. SUBLINEAR FUNCTIONALS THAT DOMINATE ALL BANACH LIMITS 
THEOREM 19. (a) U (see Definition 6) dominates all Banach limits. 
(b) V (see Definition 6) dominates all Banach limits. 
(c) If a is an m-matrix then Qa dominates all Banach limits o 
(d) If a is an m-matrix and Qa generates Banach limits then Qa dominates 
all Banach limits. 
PROOFS. (a) GE@Z,K, n1 ,..., nk E N and x E m then, from Theorem 2 
(4 and (b), 
1 1 
G(x) = T G(o”lx + -.. + Ox) < KL(o”‘x + ... + Zkx) 
and, taking the inf over K, n, ,..., nk , G(x) < U(x). Hence G < u, giving 
the required result. (See also [2], 2.10, Prop. 3, p. 65.) 
(b) If G E &W and z E m, we write 
y = (0, z, , x1 + z2 ,...) Em. 
IfxEmthenS(x+z)=S(x+oy-y)>G(x+ay-y)=G(x).Taking 
the inf over z : V(x) > G(x). Hence G < V, giving the required result. 
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(c) If Qa dominates all Banach limits then, from Theorem 2(c), 
Qa(& e) > f 1. This gives (16) immediately. If, conversely, (16) is satisfied 
and G E ~82 then, for all x E m and k E N, 
cc 1 ak,, G(x) = c+A44 
7SN ?EN 
= n;N %nG(u”-lX) from Theorem 2(a) 
= G ( C u~~u”-‘x) 
FEN 
because G (being positive) is I/ * /j-continuous and the series CneN uknu+% is 
convergent in I/ * 1) since xnEN I &n I < co and SUP,,~ I/ a”-% ]I < co. Hence 
(n;Nukn) G(x) d ’ (c ulcnd-lx = sup 1 u,,x,+j . ) 
TEN 00 nsN 
(17) 
If G(x) > 0 it follows that (lim SUP~+~ CntN ukn) G(x) < Q.(x) and if G(x) < 0 
it follows that (lim infk+m CnPN ukn) G(x) < Qa(x). In either case, from (16), 
G(x) < Q=(x). Hence G < Qa , giving the required result. 
(d) is immediate from (c) and Theorem 18. 
REMARK. The proof of Theorem 19(c) (e) has certain similarities with 
that of [4], Theorem 2, p. 171. 
7. THE FUNDAMENTAL SUBLINEAR FUNCTIONAL 
DEFINITION 20. If x E m we write W(x) = sup{G(x) : G E EZ’). 
W : m + R is sublinear. 
x is “almost convergent” (see [4], p. 169) o W(x) = - W(- x). 
THEOREM 2 1. 
(a) W generates Bunuch limits. 
(b) W dominates all Banach limits. 
For (c), (d), and (e) we suppose that T is a sublinear functional on m. 
(c) T generates Bunuch limits o T < W. 
(d) T dominates ail Bunuch limits o W < T. 
(e) T generates and dominates all Banach limits o T = W. 
(f) u= V = w. 
(g) If a is an m-matrix, QZa = W o Q. generates Banach limits. 
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PROOFS. (a) follows from Theorem 4. (b) is immediate from the definition 
of W. (c) (-z) follows from (a). (c) (3) follows from Lemma 3. (d) (+) follows 
from (b)- (4 ( 1 =S is immediate from the definition of W. (e) follows from (c) 
and (d). (f) follows from (e), Theorem 7 and Theorem 19 (a), (b). (g) (3) 
follows from (a). (g) (c) follows from (e) and Theorem 19(d). 
REMARK. It follows from Theorem 21(g) that if Qa generates Banach 
limits then ‘%,-convergence” and “almost convergence” are identical. This is 
a weaker version of [4], Theorem 3, p. 172. 
COROLLARY 22. If Qa generates Banach limits then, for all x em, 
limk+, s”piao &EN aknXm+i exists and = W(x). 
PROOF. We know from Theorem 18 that limk,, xIEEN akn = 1. We let 
k -+ co in (17) and obtain that, for all G E 32, 
G(X) < liF+inf SUP c a&&+j . 
j>o noN 
Taking the sup over G E SKY we obtain 
w(x) < liE$f sup 1 a&&+j. 
Go neN 
On the other hand, from Theorem 21(g), 
W(X) = liy+%up SUP 1 ak,X,+j . 
jSOneN 
The required result follows. 
REMARK. If we take a to be the Cesaro matrix in Corollary 22 we obtain: 
for all x E m, lim,,, supiao (x~+~ + *** + x,+~)/K exists. This, in itself, is an 
interesting result to prove directly. Details are left to the reader. 
In contrast to the situation for Qa outlined in Theorem 19(d), we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 23. If P, generates Banach limits then P, does not dominate all 
Banach limits. 
PROOF. If P, generated and dominated all Banach limits then, from 
Theorem 21(e), P, = W. Hence “a-convergence” and “almost convergence” 
would coincide, contradicting [4], Theorem 11, p. 187. 
REMARK. There does not seem to be an easily statable criterion for P, to 
dominate all Banach limits. We shall give criteria for P, > 0, P, > S, 
P,>L,Q,>O,Q,>SandQ,>L in terms of the “row core” of a in [6]. 
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8. Row FINITE MATRICES 
DEFINITION 24. We say that a matrix a is row-finite if, for all K EN, 
(n : n EN, akn f 0} is finite and that a is row-bounded if there exists n, EN 
such that, for all k E N and n > n, , ukn = 0. 
A row finite matrix is an s-matrix and so the results of Section 4 for s-matri- 
ces are equally valid for row-finite matrices. It is easily seen that (3) defines 
a map of s into s if, and only if a is row finite. It is in this light that we consider 
row finite matrices, and in this section we use the term associated map for the 
map: s -+ s defined by (3) (not the map m + s defined by (3)). 
THEOREM 25 (cf., Theorem 9). Let a be a TOW jkite matrix and A : s + s 
be the associated map. Then A : s - mu a is a YOW bounded m-matrix. 
PROOF. (-G) is immediate. (a) can be proved using the uniform bounded- 
ness theorem, but the proof is rather technical since s is not normed in any 
suitable way, so we shall give a direct proof. If A : s + m then A : m - m 
and so, from Theorem 9, a is an m-matrix. For each R E N we write 
u(k) = max(n : n E N, alclE f 01. If (tl(k)jkGN are unbounded we write ZJ( I) = 1 
and define v(2), v(3),... EN inductively by 
v(p + 1) = min{k : k E N, u(k) > u(v(p))}. 
Then v(1) < v(2) < *a* and u(v(1)) < ~($2)) -=c a.* . 
If x E s then, for allp E N, 
Since av(9)u(v(p)) f 0, if / x, / increase sufficiently rapidly then Ax E s\m. This 
gives the required result. 
The result analogous to Theorem 11 with a row-finite and x, y, x E s is 
true and is proved with the following minor modifications: instead of (7) we 
require 
and instead of (8) 
nr > n,, and nF 2 max(n : 11 E N, a,+ # 01. 
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Then if r E N is odd 
and if Y E N is even 
and the required result follows. The analogs of Corollary 13 and Corollary 15 
are also true. 
By analogy with Theorem 18 we would expect that if a were a regular 
almost positive row finite matrix then for all x E s, 
lirn+yp C a,,x, < lim sup x, . 
?LEN n-+=3 
(18) 
This is false, for if aij = & - l/(i + 1) 2&-r then a is regular almost 
positive and row finite but if x, = - n! then 
li?+tup x, = - co < liy+Fp C aklzx, = 0. 
TEN 
However we have the following result. 
THEOREM 26. The following conditions on a row-jnite matrix a are equiv- 
alent. 
(a) a is regular and there exists p,, E N such that, for all k E N and n 3 p, , 
akn 3 0 (i.e., the matrix a- is row-bounded). 
(b) Condition (18) is satisfied. 
(c) If x E s and limn-rm x, exists (Jinite or in.nite) then Em,,, CnGN akn 
exists and has the same value. 




and, letting n, + co, (18) is satisfied. We have proved that (a) implies (b). 
It is immediate, by considering x and - X, that (b) implies (c). 
If (c) is true then a is regular (a is automatically an m-matrix from Theo- 
rem 9). For all k E N we write 
u(K) = max{n : 71 E N, akn f 0} and u(K) = max{u(p) : 1 < p < k}. 
If (a) is false we choose (k, , n,), (k, , Q),... E N x N inductively such that, 
for all r E N, n,,, > ~(k,.) and u*,~, < 0. For all r E N 
% G 44) G @T) < %fl G q&+1) 
and it follows from this that n1 < 12s < ... and k1 < K, < =** . We write 
n,, = 0 and define x E s as follows: 
if T EN and n,-, <n < n7 then x,=--r 
if YEN and n = nr then %a = -Yyr 
Then 
= ( c + c +n <,Fu,, )) %nXn iaK?z, n=nv I . I 
=(-akvn,)Y7+ C ak,nx?z-((r+l) c 
. 
(Yr b 0). 
akln . 
If we let yr increase sufficiently rapidly then lim SUP~+~ CnGN aknx, = 00 
while, on the other hand, l&,m x,, = - CO. Hence (c) is false. We have 
proved that (c) implies (a). 
REMARK. The equivalence of (a) and (c) in the above Theorem is a slight 
generalization of [3], 3.6, Theorem 10, p. 53. It is interesting to observe that 
in the context of Theorem 26 “preservation of all limits” implies “domination 
by limsup” whereas, if a is an m-matrix, a regular does not imply that 
P, <L. (Consider akn = 26,, - 8k,+1 and use Theorem 18.) 
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